
CHARACTERIZATION BOOT CAMP



WHO IS YOUR FAVORITE 
LITERARY CHARACTER?

Spend 5 minutes writing about why you are 
drawn to this character.

Share out with your table group.

Let’s now have a few people from each group 
share with the class.



Nighthawks, Edward Hopper, 1942



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_1KWhYQvFEQ


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kweN7VLx-JE


GENERAL CHARACTERIZATION

Direct Characterization (Telling)

Author tells the reader about the character 

Jane is a mean person.”

Indirect Characterization (Showing) 
Using a variety of methods, the author shows the reader (letting 
him/her read between the lines) to discover more about the 
character.



SATDO:  Methods of Indirect Characterization

S = what the character SAYS and how she/he says it (diction, syntax, 

figurative language, dialect, etc.)

A = appearance/environment = what the character looks like / spends his or 

her time

T = private thoughts = what the character thinks; tied to point of view.

D = does/actions = what the character DOES

O = what others say/think = public and private opinion of the character by 

others in the work.



CHARACTERIZATION
-so we have a working vocabulary

● Round - complex, fully developed, responsible for or 

closely involved in the action

● Flat - barely developed or stereotypical

● Dynamic - grows and changes throughout the story

● Static - remains essentially unchanged 

● Foil - supporting character whose role is to highlight a 

major character through contrast

● Protagonist - story’s main character

● Antagonist - opposes the protagonist



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=blygA-gGEbw


Characters CONFLICT with/RELATE to…

● SELF (internal conflict, values, motivations, desires)

● OTHERS (doppelgangers, foils, rivals, allies)

● ENVIRONMENT (setting, forces of nature, socio-

economics, politics, biology)

● DESTINY (purpose, aspirations, transcendence, self-

actualization)

Conflict always results in CHANGE.

Characters either SUBMIT to or REBEL against these changes.





CHARACTER ARCHETYPES - HEROES

Epic - embodies the greatest characteristics of a certain culture. He/ she 

has outstanding qualities and greatness. Traits may include: bravery, 

superior knowledge/ strength, descended from or blessed by the gods. 

Hero's Journey

(Examples: Harry Potter, Beowulf, Superman, Odysseus) 

Tragic -The tragic hero is a person with outstanding quality, greatness, 

and honor who ultimately suffers a reversal of fortune.

Traits may include noble (or miraculous) birth, tragic flaws, hubris 

(overarching pride), doomed by fate, tragic downfall

(Examples: Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet, Anakin Skywalker )

https://ed.ted.com/lessons/a-host-of-heroes-april-gudenrath
https://ed.ted.com/lessons/what-makes-a-hero-matthew-winkler


ARCHETYPES - EXAMPLES

Mother figure - comforts and directs child, especially when he or she 
is confused and needs guidance.  
Represents powers that can be called on for help when it is needed.  
Helps young person to solve own problems
Earth Mother- nature-based, life-giver/ life-sustaining. 

Father figure  - A strong male leader and an example of who the 
hero/warrior will become or who he/she must follow and obey, 
Often very hard and stern on the hero/warrior.
Can be biological or spiritual
Source of protection, guidance, and (usually rigid) morality.
May inflict punishment 

https://eng331epicrooks.weebly.com/examples-of-literary-archetypes.html


CHARACTER ARCHETYPES - HEROES

Teacher/Mentor - Wise old man/woman—protects or helps main character when 
he or she faces challenges. 

The Innocent  - Child/Youth- mature child who provides insight by questioning 
their environment
*Inexperienced adult- ignorant, naïve, repressed, or in denial
*Maiden- innocence, beauty, desire

Underdog- Character who struggles with weakness and has to overcome personal 
or societal adversity.
He/she begins as the least likely to person to win.

The Star-Crossed Lovers – These two characters are engaged in a love affair that is 

fated to end in tragedy for one or both due to the disapproval of society, friends, 

family, or the gods. 

https://ed.ted.com/lessons/a-host-of-heroes-april-gudenrath


CHARACTER ARCHETYPES 
Scapegoat - The one who gets blamed for everything, regardless of whether he or she 
is at fault.  This character dies to illuminate the evils of society. Their death, often in a 
public ceremony, excuses some taint or sin that has been visited upon the 
community. 
This death often makes them more powerful force to the hero.

The Temptress – Characterized by sensuous beauty, she is one whose physical 

attraction may bring about the hero’s downfall.  This character will lead the hero into 

danger if he/she does not avoid her.

The Damsel in Distress – This vulnerable woman must be rescued by the hero. She 

also may be used as a trap by an evil figure. 

The Devil Figure – This character represents evil personified. He or she may offer 

worldly goods, fame, or knowledge to the protagonist in exchange for possession of 

the soul or integrity. 



CHARACTER ARCHETYPES 

Christ Figure
1. 33 years old 
2. unmarried and/or celibate 
3. wounded/marked in hands, feet, side (a crown of thorns would be 
spectacular) 
4. sacrifices self in some way for others (not necessarily voluntarily) 
5. tempted by some devil in the forest

Why do writers use Christ-figures? • to make a point • to deepen 
our sense of sacrifice • relates to hope • relates to redemption • 
relates to miracles • to make a character look smaller (to be used in 
an ironic way)



ART FOR THOUGHT…

We will study art off and on throughout the year.  
Here’s why it is such a close parallel to literary 
analysis.

This painting is called “Nighthawks at the Diner”

1942 oil canvas by Edward Hopper

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=7j5pUtRcNX4

